Rally Supporting Vietnam War
To Distribute Special Tickets

By ARTHUR VOLBERT

Students will need a special ticket to sit in 500 seats in the front of Great Hall next Thursday at a rally to support United States policy in Vietnam. The tickets are being distributed by members of the Committee to Support Our Soldiers, the organization running the rally.

"We do want to control the content of the audience," said Howard Panko, chairman of the Committee. He noted that speakers at other pro-war rallies have been harrassed by anti-war demonstrators sitting up front and hoped that such incidents could be avoided here. Panko urged supporters of the war to arrive at the rally early.

Any faculty member of the Independent Committee to End the War in Vietnam, which exists to support United States policy on the war, declined to say what kind of demonstration was being planned instead. He did say, however, that protests would march across the street from Shepard as they did two years ago to protest the appearance of Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett. Ambassador James Nabrit, recently appointed first deputy to Arthur Goldberg at the United Nations, and President Ruel G. Gallagher, will head the speakers at the rally. Also appearing will be South Vietnam's Ambassador to the U.S., Vu Van Thei, Father George Ford, honorary chairman of Freedom House, and Rabbi Shalom Rubin, who recently returned from a trip to South Vietnam.

Free Tuition "Calms" Opposition to Free Tuition appears to be growing among members of the College's faculty. According to one estimate, as many as fifty percent of the teaching staff may now favor the imposition of a nominal tuition charge.

Faculty Support For Tuition Rising

Opposition to Free Tuition has gotten the College nothing more than problems, declared Dean Leo Hamalian (Curricular Guidance). Speaking as a faculty member and not as a dean, Prof. Hamalian asserted that the facilities necessary for increased enrollment will not be forthcoming without the imposition or some sort of charge.

While the students who "pass through in four years" are able to put up with these inconveniences, Prof. Hamalian maintained that the faculty is starting to be irated. He asserted that prospective College teachers find that the College offers "no chance for growth," that it is a "dead end" and that the College is "run on a shoestring."

The College Cultural Center will be conducting its program on Saturday next term, thanks to additional financial support. The City College Fund, supported by alumni contributions, is expected to contribute about $2000, according to Paul Biderman, co-ordinator of the Center.

College Cultural Center
To Open On Saturdays

By LINDA FEUERBERG

The College's Cultural Center will be conducting its program on Saturday next term, thanks to additional financial support. The City College Fund, supported by alumni contributions, is expected to contribute about $2000, according to Paul Biderman, co-ordinator of the Center.

"The only thing any red blooded boy needs is a good peace," advises a third. "Fight creeping fascism" and "Impeach the Yellow Rose of Texas", exhort two others. But the political writing on the wall is not all 20th-century oriented. "Mutternich in 68," and "Bring Back Louis XIV" are samples of scholarly archaicism.

"Viva Bosnia and Herzegovina," introduces another anachronism.

Literary remarks are framed by a "Nevermore" inscribed over the entrance. Closer examination reveals that "Hemingway, Adams Lives," "Frodo Lives," "Bird Lives," "The Lone Ranger Lives," "Ezra Pound Wears a Red Beard" appear. Whence his name is not Anatole France, and "Antisthenes was right!"

Perhaps the most astounding literary revelation is contained in the inscription, "Alfred Tennyson Died For Your Sins."

Cryptic and non-political remarks bespot much of the wallspace, weaving in and out of the virulent competitors. "Magic Mushrooms" appears several times. One obvious anarchist has written, "Help stamp out Walls." Another apostolic assertion not properly theological, though perhaps revelatory and certainly startling reads "Wm. Blake is God!" with a small addition, "I heartily as­sent.

Not readily classified are such comments as "Down with SG!" and "New York is a Summer Vegetable."

(Continued On Page 5)
Gideonse Denies Charges Of LSD; Professors Disagree On Feasibility

By NORM GOLDWASSER
Dr. Harry D. Gideonse, president of Brooklyn College, denied Tuesday allegations that LSD was being manufactured on City University campuses.

Brooklyn District Attorney Aaron E. Korta had charged that LSD was being made at Brooklyn College, Kingsborough Community College or New York City Community College.

At Brooklyn College, two professors (Samuel Pearlman and David Shawfin) investigation showed that no such chemicals were being manufactured on campus, and that students could get LSD easily without having to resort to manufacture.

The Brooklyn College inquiry also disclosed that even an extremely good graduate student in chemistry could probably not make LSD.

Brooklyn's dean of students, Max Siegel, indignantly commented, "Koota did a terrible thing, making our students suspect. If he's got evidence, he should put up or shut up."

The drug (LSD) is relatively new (research on it has been in progress for the past three or four years) and it has been known to be produced in college chemical laboratories. Professor Frank Brocica (Chemistry) agreed yesterday that the drug could conceivably be manufactured by students here, although "most professors would readily testify that none of this is done due to the caliber of the students and the quality of the supervision in the chemistry labs."

Professor Leonard Schwartz (Chemistry) concurred that he is certain no hallucinogen manufacturer at the College, but added, "If any one wishes to run a chemical reaction, it could be done in one's bathroom. I can only give hearsay... but the necessary chemical precursors are available and some with enough knowledge of chemistry could create the proper synthesis, although I haven't yet looked into it in detail."

The sale and possession of LSD is a misdemeanor with a one-year maximum sentence. On account of its hallucinatory properties, it becomes a felony with a two-year term.

Bronx Community College Student Government

Presented:
ODETTA IN CONCERT
FRIDAY, MAY 6 — 8 PM
Tickets $1.00 On Sale at BCC and at the door.
120 E. 184th St., Bronx, Auditorium — 993-7000, Ext. 735, 818

Sisters of Alpha Sigma Rho
WISH
Audrey
The best of luck as our candidate for IFC Queen.

Educators endorse it.

Professor Jacques Barzin, Columbia University: "An admirably instructive, full, and extremely easy to use. The solutions are not only terse and clear but also elegant... a pleasure to read."

Professor Charles Brooks, Yale University: "A splendid and expertly edited volume."

Professor Harry R. Warfel, University of Florida: "It is incomparably the best desk dictionary now in existence."

Professor George E. Grauel, John Carroll University: "As superior quality has proven a stimulus to the central field of American lexicography."

$5.95
Without thumb index $5.95

United Community Centers

An Evening with Max Roach & Abbey Lincoln Featuring the Complete Freedom Now Suite

Town Hall — Fri., May 28, 8:30 PM
Tickets: $5, 4.50, 3.50, 2.50, Mail orders: UCC Concess., 819 Van Stienlen Ave., Brooklyn 7, N. Y., Checks payable to United Community Centers, Inc.

Students include this ad and deduct 50c from price of each ticket.

LINDA and JEFF
To the greatest couple we know. Congratulations and every happiness. We can't stop smiling.

Love,
Cynthia, Pam and Rhona

PART-TIME JOBS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

"College Tempo" serves the needs of industry, banks, stores, utilities, etc., who constantly need personnel on a part-time or temporary basis.

The pay is good and the opportunities open the doors to full time summer jobs and permanent careers.

NO FEES TO PAY

Call Today... 986-3044

College TEMPS
Temporary Personnel Service
342 Madison Ave. (44th St.) — New York

THE INTIMATE THEATRE

PRESENTS
TWO ORIGINAL ONE ACT PLAYS

1. "AUTUMN" by JEFFREY KURZ

2. "MONSIEUR POUPPEE" by LIZ GUERDAN

Tuesday, May 3 at 9 AM — Tuesday, May 3 at 4 PM
Tuesday, May 3 at 9 PM

Wednesday, May 4 at 5 PM — Thursday, May 5 at 9 AM

A limited number of free tickets will be available beginning May 2 in Shepard 219A.

(Ticket announcement paid for by Prof. Crane Johnson)

The Newport Jazz Festival
July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1966

The Newport Folk Festival
July 21, 22, 23, 24, 1966

American Airlines Youth Pass
Ages Three Through Ten

American Airlines Young People Pass
Ages Sixteen Through Nineteen

For further information write Newport Jazz or Newport Folk Festival, For ticket availability and Festival. Make checks payable to the specific festival or plan to attend.

Check the Newport of Commercial, Newport, Rhose Island 02840.

American Airlines Youth Pass
New York, N. Y. 00107
FSM Leader Bettina Aptheker To Speak On US Universities

Communist Party member Bettina Aptheker, a leader of last year's Free Speech Movement at the University of California at Berkeley, will speak here today on "Big Business and the American University."

Miss Aptheker evoked an upsurge last November when she publicly proclaimed that she was a member of the Communist party and had been so "for a number of years." Two weeks after her announcement, she outpolled six other student candidates for a post on the campus rules committee. Despite her Communist Party membership, Miss Aptheker was not on the "extremist" wing of the Free Speech Movement, according to A. H. Raskin of the New York Times. "Miss Aptheker has been at pains to earn the support of students demonstrating for free speech at Berkeley last year."

Students demonstrating for free speech at Berkeley last year.

The spring concert of the Music Department at the College will be presented tonight and tomorrow evening at 8:30 o'clock. The concert, which includes performances by both the College Orchestra and Chorus, will be held in Amsden Auditorium in Finnegan Hall.

The program includes Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 11; Stravinsky's 'Danses Concertantes,' Britten's 'Pavane' Op. 50 for Chorus and Orchestra; and Dupuis and Carrai Academicae.

Tickets are available at $2.50, $1.75 and $1.00.


Observation Post

Students' Discount List To Be Published Soon

A list of discounts available to students at the College will be published in approximately two weeks, according to Cosmopolitan Fred Hirsh. About 50 small retail stores have been contacted and most of the owners have agreed to participate.

Hirsh and a three man committee have been working on the idea of discounts similar to those offered in high schools for six weeks, after obtaining the master list of discounts for high schools compiled by the Board of Education.

The discounts obtained will continue throughout the summer months. In the fall, Hirsh hopes to publish a directory of the number of organizations participating. During June, representatives from the National Student Association and all the colleges in New York City will approach department stores, Broadway theaters, and flights on mass.

The discount committee has interviewed with Dean James A. Price and Dr. Harry Meisel (Student Life) to determine the legality of their idea. Since then, contracts have been drawn up and mailed out. Two of the successful ventures have been Sincere Ltd., a men's clothing store in the College area and a diamond merchant in the downtown diamond district who has agreed to sell rings to students at the price offered to wholesale dealers.

Other universities throughout the country have carried out discount relationships with neighboring retailers; however, the College is the forerunner of such a program in the metropolitan area.

Graphiti...

(Continued from Page 1)

"Falen Arbeiten," fulminates a lieder lover of the wallspace. Wisdom of the ages, and of students: "Your local police are armed and dangerous.""Disarm Cups for a workers militia;" "City is stamped." "Was there ever dog to praise his fleas," and "Why not com-""Several foreign languages are not forgotten in the wall-crawlia. For the student attending at the College, the cacophony of languages hides a heartwarming, "If you lived here you'd be home, No?" A tear trickling out of his intellectual eyeball, such one would have to reply, "verify, it is so."
OPostnotes ...

- Try-outs for cheerleaders will be held next week on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, from 1 PM to 6 PM, and Thursday during the club break, in Wingate 186 and Harris 008.

- The Infinite Tea will present "Monsieur Poupee" by J. Birge, an English major, and "The Italian" by Professor Kurn on May 3 at 4 AM and 5 PM; Wednesday, May 5 at 5 AM and Thursday, May 5 at 9 AM and 11:30 PM. A limited number of free tickets may be available on May 2 at Shepard 219A.

- Sale of the work of the handicapped, sponsored by Zeta Tau Beta Fraternity, will be held next week on Monday and between 8 AM and 3 PM. The jewelry, ceramics, leather and wood crafts are the work of citizens of New York City, who are disabled and are unable to obtain regular work.

Tuition (Continued from Page 1)

He asserted that a "defauling faculty" will be largely responsible if the implementation of tuition should become necessary.

The failure of the faculty to assume their proper role of re­

The First Step

President Gallagher's decision to restore a week-long Spring Vacation is a victory for forceful student action. It serves as evidence that the student body can gain a role in decision-making at the College.

Now that this victory has been won, the fight should not be given up. Student Government must persevere until it has gained recognition of its right to be consulted on all decisions affecting students.

Political Parties

When Student Council voted down Wednesday night an attempt to prohibit political parties from appearing on the ballot, it showed a great deal of courage in the face of opposition from major student groups.

Political parties, whether they work effectively or not, are a right of political freedom that cannot be abridged. We hope that they will serve to present a unified program of action, rather than representing only political expediency, as they so often have done in the past.
**HILLEL OBJECTS**

**To the Editor,**

We of Hillel object very strongly to the banning of Mrs. Goldblum, 'The Crucible,' which was written during a similar era, when the horrors of McCarthyism were sweeping the nation.

"The Crucible" is not an easy task to coordinate. The cast must continue modern, urban theater-goers of the plausibility of the situation, a difficult task. The director is faced with the problem of keeping the action fluid and continuous, especially in a play having rapid scene changes.

Such director Stanley Waren and the cast display a degree of competence at least equal to that of amateur productions. Several individuals lived up to personal expectations.

The most outstanding performance is given by Norman Parker as John Proctor, the protagonist. Proctor, who exudes stage presence, speaks convincingly of the framings. Miss IFP fills the playing, looking every bit as powerful, respected and virile as the character he portrays.

The other men of the cast do not reach standards for their contributions. Ray Kostyuk as Deputy Governor Danforth, speaks forcefully in a voice charged with emotion. His performance as the aging governor is powerful, though he was not able to touch all his potential, Proctor would not have blinked at her. She looks totally incapable of effecting his seduction. Moreover, Miss Kramer has the unfortunate height and build to make it impossible for her to penetrate the enormous box that instigated the witch trials.

Since the major characters are adequate with David Zuckor as Giles Corey and Leona Faber as Mrs. Ann Putnam giving notable performances.

Direct set and costume designers achieve the puritan severity of the seventeenth century. Props are limited to an absolute minimum.

It is impossible to be persuaded of her capacity to perpetrate the enormous hoax that instigated the witch trials.

"The Crucible" will be given tonight and again tomorrow for the fourth and fifth times in Harris Auditorium. The Repertoire Society has finally given the College a dramatic performance that can be recommended with serious reservations.

**A CALL TO DIGNITY**

**To the Editor,**

We demand that the present headquarters of the Jewish Student Community at City College be closed. This action is extremely malicious and unfair. The Student Government's attempt to help their campus is being given their first taste of discrimination against Jews of the Soviet Union. In fact, Hillel was the first CCNY student group to take action in behalf of the student sit-in, as far back as May 1960.

At that time Hillel held a rally on South Campus, which was addressed by Jackie Robinson, and raised over $500.00 for aid to those Hillel's involvement has continued to the present. For example, we were the representatives of the Cultural Center on City College campus and have involved ourselves in tutorial projects.

"The Crucible" will be mounted tonight and again tomorrow for the fourth and fifth times in Harris Auditorium. The Repertoire Society has finally given the College a dramatic performance that can be recommended with serious reservations.

**SATURDAY PROGRAM PLANNED**

**FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1966**

**Observer Post**

**LettErs**
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

(Continued from Page 5)

Sincerely,
Richard J. Anobile
Students’ Representative

This can be done only by allowing our education to help us fight for our rights as students. We must do this with the realization that our government is a dictatorship that exists in this college.

Sincerely,
Richard J. Anobile
Student Director of Public Relations
Ad Hoc Committee To Save The Film Institute

An Open Letter to President Gallagher:
The policy of the City College Administration concerning the student draft is totally indefensible and cannot be justified by any rationalization, or the selective service system to disrupt the functioning of the University. The welfare of the student no longer seems to be the primary interest of the college.

Exception Criteria
It may appear, on the surface, that the Selective Service test are being administered in the best interests of the student body. This is not so! These tests discriminate against Liberal Arts students and those who cannot function properly under such pressure.

Furthermore, it is an injustice to determine who shall and shall not continue his education on the basis of any test. Class standing is an equally unsound and unjust criterion. Furthermore, the grading system will be very much disrupted. It is justice which makes it possible that one student be deprived of an education because there is another student with better grades?

A combination of the two criteria present a facade of fairness, but the truth is that on the basis of two inadequate, unjustified, discriminatory criteria there can only be greater injustice done. We must not be fooled by the tissue of propaganda presented by the selective service system. Their job is selecting, not deferring. With the possible escalation of the war into Cambodia and Laos, with the possibility of nearly 600,000 troops in Vietnam by the end of 1966, with the construction of permanent military bases in Vietnam, no student can feel safe. Requirements for deferment will rise. If a large enough number of students pass the selective service test, the passing grade will rise. Thus any student receiving a high grade on the test will find himself in the position of cutting his friend's throat.

College Compleity
If the administration of the college complies with either or both of these tactics it can only be deduced that the selective service system has been successful in distorting and degrading the role of the university. No longer will the university have as its primary role the education of the individual. It will play the part of a recruiting ground for the military. The student will find himself in the most undesirable atmosphere conceivable. The learning process will become more mechanical, more unbearable, and will become everything but conducive to learning. The student's worst enemies will be the administration, the faculty, and every other student. By administering these tests and submitting class standings to the selective service, the administration of the school will be cutting the throats of every student on campus.

The College, considering that it is primarily interested in education and the best interests of the student, has no choice but to say "no" to the new demands of the selective service system.

Sincerely,
Eugene Schwartz
President
W. E. B. DuBois Club

OP vs. DAILY NEWS
To The Editor:
The editorial statement that "a newspaper has the obligation to its readers to keep them aware of what'is going on" is undoubtedly a noble journalistic sentiment. It would carry much greater weight, however, if it were supported by some equally noble, idealistic, unbiased reportage. I specifically refer to the story of the Young Americans for Free-

This can be done only by allowing our education to help us fight for our rights as students. We must do this with the realization that our government is a dictatorship that exists in this college.

Exception Criteria
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ANNUAL LAWN PARTY
At Hastings-on-the-Hudson on Sunday, May 1
Sponsored by THE ECONOMICS SOCIETY
All are welcome.
Come to Economics Society Meeting W 107 at 12:00 Noon, Thursday, April 28.
($1.00 fee for non-members)

FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1966
OBSERVATION POST
It is rare that a devoted student’s leader and fine journalist must sacrifice his health in the line of duty...

Ophe! Well, Mike — Mono Doesn’t Last Forever.

(Continued from Page 6) rally, nor do I hold any brief for their beliefs in general. I do believe, though, that they are entitled to the same unbiased coverage as is the DuBois Club, or any other organization at the end of the political spectrum. With repugnance of this sort, O.P.'s editorial commitment to crusading journalism echoes somewhat hollowly.

Yours truly,
Neil Offen

GALLAGHER’S REPLY

To the Editor:

Let me enter a quiet dissent from the article in April 15 Obser­vation Post which ascribes a series of quotations to me as appearing to oppose “added” powers of the Chancellor. The article series of quotations to me ascribes an apparent series of quotations to me to the specialist. The layout of the magazine is generally pleasing. A bit more care and copying is hardly conducive to the facility of understanding.

1. The Chancellor has been given no new powers in the field of Graduate Studies.
2. I have supported, and continue to support, the recent re-definition of his powers as approved by the Board of Higher Education in January. His authority to “establish and maintain” graduate programs on each campus, “after consultation with the president” of the particular college goes back to 1963. It is not new.
3. In the final paragraph of your story the word not is omitted, completely reversing the meaning of what I said.

In the recent press conference, I went over each item three times, slowly, to make sure that the report would assume none degree of accuracy. I am shocked by the result as it appears in Observation Post.

Sincerely,
Buell G. Gallagher
President

REWARD

Gold ring with Square Ruby.
Family Keepsake.
Call between 6 PM-11 PM
SH 3-462

FACTOR SIGN Rho

LA £-9443

6 TEKE BROTHERS

Yonge, Black and Blue/Olive; features Western style pockets, hemmed bottoms. Home spun fabric is 50% Frotèl / 50% combed cotton.

$698

At a leading men’s store almost everywhere

MALE GENERAL

CAMP COUNSELORS

WANTED

500 openings with the 58 country and city day camps affiliated with the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies. Preference given to persons with camping and group activity leadership background.

APPLY IN PERSON

Mondays through Fridays
8:30 AM-4:30 PM
Also open Tuesdays to 7 PM

Camp Department
Federation Employment and Guidance Service
215 Park Avenue
New York City

No fee for placement.
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6 TEKE BROTHERS

Yonge, Black and Blue/Olive; features Western style pockets, hemmed bottoms. Home spun fabric is 50% Frotèl / 50% combed cotton.

$698

At a leading men’s store almost everywhere

MALE GENERAL

CAMP COUNSELORS

WANTED

500 openings with the 58 country and city day camps affiliated with the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies. Preference given to persons with camping and group activity leadership background.

APPLY IN PERSON

Mondays through Fridays
8:30 AM-4:30 PM
Also open Tuesdays to 7 PM

Camp Department
Federation Employment and Guidance Service
215 Park Avenue
New York City

No fee for placement.

Sisters of Alpha Sigma Rho

Congratulate

TOBY and NORMAN

On their engagement.

6 TEKE BROTHERS

CONGRATULATE

36 TEKE PLEDGES

ON A SUCCESSFUL

TOPSY TURVY DAY

NATIONAL TORAH COLLEGE

RABBINICAL SEMINARY

Invites students to register now for fall semester.

FOUR YEAR PROGRAM

Leading to:

RABBINICAL ORDINATION

Apply to Registrar: NATIONAL TORAH COLLEGE
131-72 223rd St., Laurelton, Jamaica, N.Y. 11413
FA 7-9485, PR 3-2724, MO 6-1111

**Mark Grimley - 4 Years Devotion**

By RICHARD SIMON

He's sort of a cross between Cary Grant and Bueil Gallagher; he stands just a shade over 5'10", has jet-black hair and his name is Mark Grimley, as in grim. He certainly isn't a track star and he doesn't play hooky, but he's probably the most valuable member of the College's Track Team. You can call him a manager.

**Races Greatest**

The difference between a good manager and a great manager (there's no such thing as a bad manager!) is the willingness to give the most valuable member of the team's interest. Mark Grimley is such a manager. It was probably at that point he made the decision to become the Beavers a run, possibly two. He's a survivor of De Kirschenbaum, Bob Lurtzman, and Marty (turkey) Goldsmith.

**Fifty One**

**Mark Grimley**

'I Love This School!'

At 9:30 a.m. he was on the 11:10, has jet-black hair and his name is Mark Grimley, as in grim. He certainly isn't a track star and he doesn't play hooky, but he's probably the most valuable member of the team's interest. Mark Grimley is such a manager. It was probably at that point he made the decision to become the Beavers a run, possibly two. He's a survivor of De Kirschenbaum, Bob Lurtzman, and Marty (turkey) Goldsmith.
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At 9:30 a.m. he was on the 11:10, has jet-black hair and his name is Mark Grimley, as in grim. He certainly isn't a track star and he doesn't play hooky, but he's probably the most valuable member of the team's interest. Mark Grimley is such a manager. It was probably at that point he made the decision to become the Beavers a run, possibly two. He's a survivor of De Kirschenbaum, Bob Lurtzman, and Marty (turkey) Goldsmith.